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What would you feel if I say that no single woman on this planet, since time immemorial 

has evolved even a bit, in behavioural aspects. Working woman culture is not a new concept as 

believed by many. It was very much present when humans came into existence, and it continues 

to exist in today's society. The only thing that has changed over the years is the willingness of 

patriarchal societies to pay them back for their skills. It is in fact this 'remuneration concept' that 

has evolved, that too, from patriarchal minds. Labelling women as evolving to be self reliant 

because of this phenomenon would be blatantly wrong. Instead, it would be a step ahead in male 

evolution. 

Those who are impressed upon as ‘The Weaks’ with passing generations finally accept this 

as a universal reality. Although with some sort of understanding, competitiveness perpetuates 

wherein females as per the degree of resistance they are offered versus their cognitive assessment 

of how to overthrow these resistance, they learn to rebel. But there is nothing unique to point out 

in such a revolution against exploitation by women or to label it as female evolution because 

every undue oppression is answered by rebellious instances. This false impartation of a bloated 

sense of women liberalisation is in fact a well-crafted tongue tie to tactfully hush the egos of the 

overburdened gender, ‘The She,’ by the hypocrite lot who can’t do anything in life without 

female partnership.  
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If hatching the egg to seek freedom is a fate which nature had guaranteed to a primitive 

creature, then who could deny freedom to an evolved human? Every girl who lives a dream and 

realises it, feels happy for setting an example of achieving an assumingly unsurmountable work, 

labelled as ‘unsurmountable’ as per her mental conditioning of ages. This happiness too, in fact, 

is a temporary bubble to engage the minds of the weak. Let’s understand it this way: how would 

the last girl on the planet react on her achievement when the other girls already have their 

platters full a long time ago. Yes, there would be just a feeling of calm content and not an 

overwhelming display of a show-off. 

This gender victimisation is a sub concept of patriarchal dominance and not a subsection of 

victimisation of the weak. Had it been so, then the concept of matrilineal, matrilocal and 

matrifocal societies would have had never existed. Such existence is a proof enough to state that 

the gender victimisation is not a nature’s phenomena which is or will evolve with time. In fact, 

it's a very intricately built system with an inbuilt female mental ‘plasticity chip’ which is 

renewed to a higher version with each passing generation. Plasticity is a concept of a facility 

designed by the dominant lot to adjust the tension off the push and pull circuit among the two 

genders in the fight for fair play. 

Although the freedom is everyone's wish but granted to only a few. This is a law followed 

by humans religiously. The curtain falls with the question raised to the most brainy creatures of 

this planet, to how they should use their minds to impart freedom to all without bargain, for the 

welfare of all. 

 


